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Shaynna Blaze is an award-winning interior designer, 

TV presenter, furniture designer and author, with a 

flair for all things colour and style. 

From her roles on The Block, Selling Houses Australia, 

and Deadline Design with Shaynna Blaze, to her books 

and regular print columns, Shaynna has well and truly 

made her mark as one of Australia’s best-loved design 

luminaries, bringing two decades of diverse and 

impressive experience to her impeccable work. 

In 2013, Shaynna shared her passion and expertise  

with design-lovers everywhere, launching her first 

book, Design Your Home, in March that year, followed 

by Design with Colour and Style, in March 2015. 

For 2 years running, Shaynna beat off stiff competition 

to take home the coveted ASTRA Award for Favourite 

Female Personality.

For further information or to view more Granite Transformations makeovers contact your nearest 
branch and request a demo DVD outlining the transformation process, or visit our website.

Granite Transformations created the perfect 
kitchen for my studio to take my space  
visually and functionally to the next level.  

This kitchen is not only used by me as an 
everyday kitchen, but also by high end chefs 
for events and photoshoots. The quality and 
durability of the bench top is outstanding, 
keeping up in this kitchen is not a mean feat, 
but Granite Transformations does 
not disappoint!
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Unique 
Company.

Granite Transformations commenced in Perth in 1996 and through rapid expansion  

has grown to be the world’s largest specialist kitchen renovation network with two 

hundred showrooms and branches throughout Australia,  USA, Canada, United Kingdom 

and New Zealand.

An Australian company that is now taking the world by storm, Granite Transformations 

is the only national network of kitchen makeover specialists in Australia with over 40 

branches throughout the country.

 •    We are the original benchtop resurfacing specialists

 •    We have over 200 franchises around the world and continue to grow

 •    We are fully licensed and insured

 •    We provide a written 10 year product warranty with guaranteed company backup

 •    All our installers and employees are fully trained and accredited

 •    We’ve been operating successfully for 20 years

 •    We have installed over one million benchtops around the world

 •    We are an Australian company who are expanding globally

Why choose us?

Granite Transformations created the perfect kitchen for my studio  
to take my space visually and functionally to the next level.

Don’t just refresh your kitchen and bathroom. 
Transform them.

- Shaynna Blaze



Our surfaces fit directly over your
existing benchtop.

Kitchens.

1. 2. 3.

Granite Transformations specialise in transforming your tired and dated  kitchen into 

the kitchen of your dreams, without the huge expense associated  with a complete 

demolition and rebuild. Our fully accredited installers will work closely with you to 

ensure we achieve the exact look you desire.

We can not only alter the shape and size of your benchtop, we can also replace old 

cupboard doors, drawer fronts and panels, with your choice from the latest designer 

ranges and colours. We can transform your old benchtops or do a complete makeover 

on your kitchen, at a very reasonable cost and without the hassle of having your old 

kitchen demolished and replaced.

Our exclusive surfaces are the ideal solution for your busy  kitchen with a benchtop 

makeover usually being completed in as little as one day.

We are not limited to kitchen makeovers. Our team can design and build you a brand 

new kitchen to the highest standard, utilising the strongest and most durable 

benchtop product on the market today.

New Kitchens  |   Kitchen Makeovers  |  Benchtop Resurfacing

Kitchen makeovers 
in 1-2 days.
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Don’t just refresh your kitchen and bathroom. 
Transform them.



Don’t just refresh your kitchen and bathroom. 
Transform them.

Our Surfaces.
Granite Transformations surfaces,  are designed to be laid directly over existing 

kitchen surfaces or installed as part of a new kitchen, bathroom or laundry.  

Our surfaces are finished to optimal thickness and can outperform other natural 

or engineered stone surfaces. We combine the world’s finest granites, quartz and 

polymer technology to create a brilliantly engineered stone surface that is only  

6.5mm thick and is ideal for a range of applications including benchtops,  

splashbacks, kickplates, vanities, shower recesses, floors and even furniture,  

including dining tables.

We offer a wide variety of design possibilities including solid waterfall edges,  

curved edges and custom shapes.

Granite Transformations surfaces outperform the alternatives at every level.  

The chart below details the brilliant performance characteristics, reinforcing the 

reasons for choosing Granite Transformations.

 •    Extensive range of stylish colours

 •    Heat, scratch and stain resistant

 •    Impact resistant

 •     Extremely hygienic and emissions free

 •     Maintenance free with no grout to clean

 •    Durable and functional

 •     Kitchen benchtops, splashbacks  
and kickplates

 •    Bathrooms and laundries

 •    Flooring and wall cladding

 •    Alfresco areas and fireplaces

 •    Special features such as dining tables

Product Features. Ideal for.

Materials Non 
Porous

Heat 
Resistant

Impact 
Resistant

Stain 
Resistant

Scratch 
Resistant

Minimal 
Joints Bendable Light 

Weight

Laminate

Tiles

Wood

Stainless Steel

Slab Granite

Engineered 
Stone

Solid Surface

Beautiful 
in the bathroom.


